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Center Finances Reported
To Show Improvement
Awhile ago Rollins students
"itltl ^
i,.J^ read with awe, figures indicating
». 5 3 that their Student Center had lost
ted, jT*' money again this year. A little
tin, J j while after that a broader report
I shunj/H was made on the subject which
i5 ijjj "i stated that some definite steps
:, ^ '^ would be taken to rectify the finan•ef™.« <='*' situation, as it could not hapin. Mr. Tiedke asked for
™l.t»
"It the support of Rollins students,
sX ? ' ''^'^^"^^ he knew that without their
'"tl sincere cooperation, the objectives
^ _ ^ of a plan to get the Center back
Last Wednesday the Lambda
^ ^ ^ 5 on its feet could not be achieved Chis entertained at one of all col^ ^ ' ^ He also maintained that this def- lege assemblies. Until last Wedicit had another meaning; aside nesday there had not been a very
from putting the Center simply in enthusiastic turnout by the stu* * « * debt, the deficit indicated to what dents but due to an aggressive ad^^^ nnaif maximum point the college had vertising campaign there was a
^^^- h het gone to provide the students Wittlarge turnout for a fashion show.
at Chrir every possible advantage and con
Chap McDonnell introduced two
well dressed young men. Bud John,
ris natifltj ^^^^ report will attempt to con- son and George Monson, who ir
Boston, !™y to readers to what extent turn introduced Bob Garbutt and
ior tennis Kollins students cooperated. First Ted McElwee. These two provided
.Veff ^ J of all, in the maintenance costs of a pleasant interlude of sweet and
up Tggjjj the Center, mainly electricity, wa- hot music while the young ladies
ter, and gas among other things, slipped into their get ups for the
the ,jj; $193.00 was saved, based on last fashion parade. Ani^ what a paPhilajgj, month's consumption.
Students rade. Never in the history of Rolanjhjj turned off light when they weren't lins, said inany an old timer afterle iiumU^sing used, and took shorter hot wards, never in the history of Rolayer ^^ showers. Hundreds of little acts lins has such a collection of beauty
ientlievi°' economy contributed to this been assembled on the Annie Rus-r one nati saving. With 400 students help- sell stage at one time. Wearing
BcTOljl'"* " " * ' " ' °^'^'' * P«riod of 30 some of the latest gowns from
dl a Cal^r days, the saving is naturally sub- Paris the young ladies tripped
maHm, stantial. Over a period of a terra about to the tune of "A Pretty
$1,500.00 could be saved merely Girl Is Just Like a Melody" sung
Sliout »itl
through this cooperation. $193.00 by the Lambda Chi Men of Melody,
igtoH,!
could be used to pay a student's
All in all a good time was had
fee at Dubsdread for a year.
by the enthralled audience. A
Only a fraction of a cent is saved small problem arose when the
able to m:,
by one student turning off a light Lambda Chis attempted to let the
'"'"'"' after he has used it, but 400 stu- young ladies out of the stage door
dents performing these small acts in the rear of the theater. So
in the end pays ofl. If 400 stu- great was the crowd of handsome
dents at the Beanery decided one young admirers that Chief Bunight that they didn't want the chanan had to be summoned with
one slice of bread they put on two squad cars to permit the girls
their plate, close to 30 loaves of to go to south where they were
bread would be wasted. It should appearing at Boca Eaton in the
v|
be the objective of every student afternoon.
ii
to take only what he is pretty sure
||
he can consume at the Beanery.
W
The saving would be tremendous
W
at the end of a year if students ate
f
exactly what they put on their
tray The "economy drive" should
envelop every facility that has an
operating cost; every studnt should
be continually conscious of the
need to economize iti order that
The fifth meeting of the Afterhe or she can continue to enjoy all Chapel Club was held in the conthe conveniences and facilities that ference room of Knowles Memoare afforded on the Rollins campus. rial last Sunday with the addition
It might be well worthwhile for of a pleasant new feature, fhe servevery student to just roughly ing of hot coffee. Thus the clubimagine how much in the way of goers were able to have their morneducational, recreational, and eat- ing cup of coffee and at the same
W
ing facilities are provided here, time enjoy the morally stimulatand thus he or she will realize ing discussion led by Rabbi Morhow much 600 people have to enjoy. ris Lazaron. His topic last SunThe students have cooperated day was "The Claim of Morals."
over the past term, and the re- The Rabbi said, in effect, those peosults show. Keeping this econo- ple who guide their lives by admizing up will show even more in herence to a philosophic, moral or
the books if every student consist- ethical code, but have no other
ently helps at the Beanery and the spiritual faith than a belief in an
Center to minimize the waste.
Ultimate Reality or Truth, are deGerard S. Walker
nying themselves a rich and stimulating spiritual experience. Living by a moral or ethical code has
its definite merits, of course, and
should not be discounted by any
means; but it can take one only so
far. There is the absolute absence
of a continual spiritual enrichment
that one receives from the worship of God. Rabbi Lazaron thus
Those who have sat in the scorn- presented a convincing intellectual
er's seat as to the academic side argument for belief and worship
of our college would do well to take of God and the existence of ornotice of this article. Several Rol- ganized religion.
lins seniors are actively engaged
in imparting their knowledge to
The After-Chapel Club is open
students of several secondary and to all Rollins students and is conhigh schools in Central Florida.
ducted in accordance with the RolPat Purey is interning in the lins Plan. A different speaker
teaching field by teaching primary each week leads the discussion, and
school at Winter Park Grammar student participation is encouragSchool; Ernie Walker is band-mas- ed All the topics are not religious,
ter at Mt. Dora and Ed Rosevear is but are designed to acquaint the
band master at Ocoee.
Milton students with spiritual and moral
"Einstein, Jr." Schwartz is teach- values and to help him in formulatinij mathematics as Winter Park ing some principles to live by. AcHigh School.
cording to those attending, the
Teaching at Orlando High School Club is fulfilling its aims, and it
are:
Cecil Van Hoose, civics; answers a definite need for college
••Happy" C'ark, history; Dick Dar- students. It can also be considered
ty. physical ed.; Dub Palmer, al- an answer to the oft-heard comgebra, and Tram Whittle^ history. plaint that Chapel is held too early
Also teaching at O.H.S. are Bea on Sunday mornings. If you're
Godfrey, Montine Pellington and too sleepy to be there for the 9:45
Sylvia Verdin.
service, come on over at 11 and
This project is the fulfillment of
good coffee and a
SijSi' the state's requirement for obtain- i enjoy
y ing a teacher's license.
1 worthwhile discussion,

LAMBDA CHI'S
FEATURE

5 Rollins Students
Practice Teach
In Local
oca Schools

J^
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"Man Who Came to Dinner^' To Open
A t Annie Russell Theatre Tuesday
X Club Dance
Draws Crowd
• Last Saturday night the mei
from Gale Hall entertained th
Rollins Family with a frolic known
as the X Club "Informall". Held
out at Dubsdread Country Club it
proved to be a whale of a success.
The dance featured the music of
Ingram Willox and his orchestra
with helpful additions from Ted
McElwee at the drums. Many informed campus observers felt that
this switch to an informal motif
by the X Club was timely and that
it was well accepted by the student
body in general. These same obPictured is Ranny Walker and Josette Stanciu rehearsing for their servers, who have spent years
roles in the forthcoming production of "The Man Who Came to Dinner." studying student trends feel that
informal dances are generally more
acceptable than formal. Whether
the groups having the dance feel
that way, of course, remains open
to question.

Nation Wide Sunday Supplement
Features Article on Rollin's Life

at work and at play, is entitled,
"Students With Sunburns"; a subtitle appears beneath and we quote,
''Rollins College has found a new
formula for higher education: no
exams (?) and co-eds who wear
shorts." The article then goes on
to indicate that Eollins is one of
those rare institutions "situated
over several tropical acres set in
a Florida lakeside location," that
is a great place to go, "unless you
want an education." Not only is
the word examinations "vulgar",
but we're the "only college in the
world that gives credit for canoetilting." It goes on to say that
the student body (we take it they
are referring to the enrollment) is
divided into approximately half
a dozen students who "sit around
a table with an instructor and indulge in free give-and-take discussion."
The writer should have mentioned that no student will be admitted into a class unless he or she
is sufficiently sunburned to the
professor's
approval, but
we
imagine that they decided to omit
that point.
As they say in the theatrical
business, "Any publicity is good
publicity",
but whether this apThe article that follows this colplies here or not might be subject
orful display of Rollins students
to dispute; nevertheless we take
our hat off to Jean Bacchus who
undeniably did more than justice
to the cover of "This Week", and
to the previously mentioned students who obviously cooperated in
the creating of this colorful and
"informative" article on Rollins
Monday afternoon t h e . Rollins College.
Conservatory of Music presented
a piano recital at Dyer Memorial.
Mary Lee Aycrigg opened the program with Chopin's Nocturne, op.
32 No. 1. Schumann's Davidsblunder presented by Jane Hood
was followed by Scherzo in B flat
by Schubert and Prelude by LundSkabo played by Mary Rose Huggins. Next on the program was
Andante Con Variazioni by Haydn
with Doris Campbell as pianist.
Concluding the recital ^ was Ed FILIBUSTER FIGHT
Cushing's presentation of BeethoThe filibuster flght started on its
;n's Sonata, op. 13.
On March 23 at the Winter Park 13th day after key Senators failed
Women's Club Genevieve Wright to end it. The success of the PresJames, soprano, will give her Jun- ident's huge legislative program
ior Recital. She will be assisted depends on the quick settlement of
by Nancy Van Zile, soprano, and the filibuster which seeks to block
Phyllis Sias at the piano. Edna a proposed change in debate rules.
Wallace Johnston will open the Leaders of the Democrats, Southprogram with two flute obbligatos ern Democrats, and the Republi—Care Solve from Atalanta by cans have conferred on an unanHandel and L'Amero, Saro Costante nounced compromise.
•om II re pastore by Mozart Mrs. EAP REVISION
_ imes and Miss Van Zile will con- The Economic Co-operation Adtinue the program with the fol- ministration will revise in June its
lowing:
$4,280,000,000 European aid proII.
Der Nussbaum, Schumann; gram for the next fiscal year endMarienlied, Marx; and Warum? ing in 1960. The revisal was
by Schubert.
brought about by the fluctuating
I. Regnava Nel Silenzio from prices of farm products.
Lucia di Lammermoor by Donizetti. ATLANTIC PACT
IV. Quis Est Homo from Stabat
Three more nations—Denmark,
Mater by Rossini and Mira Norma
Iceland and Italy—are expected to
from Norma by Bellini.
V. Spring by Henschel, Love's draw closer to a formal lineup with
Merchant by Carew, Velvet Shoes the Atlantic treaty powers this
by John Duke, and Chacun le Salt week. Portugal remains a quesfrom La Fille du Regiment by Don- tion. Atlantic treaty powers already include France, Britain, Norizetti.
For those of you who didn't have
the opportunity of seeing Jean
Bacchus on the cover of "This
Week", a nation wide Sunday supplement, this article is dedicated;
for Jean was pictured sitting on
the steps of a Rollins building in a
full color spread, and beneath the
photograph were printed these
words, "CO-ED: SHE'S A STUDENT IN 'PARADISE'".
And
that isn't all.
As we turned the page, who
should appear in another sizeable
shot but two RoUins girls, whose
identity cannot t e detected at this
sitting, and Captain Sam Burchers,
all of whom were engaged in a little canoe-tilting. Appearing on
the bottom of the page are two
more pictures, one of which was
taken on the front piazza of the
Annie Eussell Theater, and included such students as Jinx Steel,
Mary Delano, Jinx Sheketoff, Nan
Van Zile, Sydney Lanier, Cameron
MacCardell, Jack Mehlek, Les
Boyd, among others. The other
was an action shot of Shirley Pry,
"Queen of Rollins' favorite sport",
about to stroke a tennis ball in
what must have been an exciting
game of singles.

Students Give
Recital Monday

News
In BrieF

Student Council
News
At the last meeting of the Student Council, the following schedule for the campus elections was
announced:
Monday, March 28: all letters of
nomination for Student Council
candidates due.
Wednesday, March 30: campaign
jpeeches for Student Council candidates, Annie Russell, assembly
period.
Wednesday, April 6: elections
for Student Council officers and officers for the various campus publications.
Friday, April 6: runoff elections
if necessary.
The following questions will also
appear on the ballot for student
vote: (1) Do you favor ratting
for freshmen next year? (2) Do
you favor continuation of student
assemblies ?
Dean Cleveland gave a preliminary report on the Rollins Fiesta
which will be held on Saturday,
April 2. As yet no group has asked for the ice cream or parking lot
concessions. The Renfro Valley
Polks will play for the square
dance in the Center from 10-12
o'clock that night. Those groups
with the food and drink conces3 will please note this and make
plans to sell their wares to the
dancers during this function.
There will be a "Modiste" booth
where old clothes, shoes, jewelry,
etc., will be sold to the crowd. Students are urged to donate any such
articles in fairly good condition
for sale at the Fiesta. A bin will
be placed in the Center three days
before the Fiesta to receive any
contributions of this sort.
Students who are not already
assigned to work with any particular booth are asked to volunteer
for the following activities: ticketselling, the information booth, and
girls are needed to serve orange
juice to the bridge players.
A main circuit with outlets will
be provided for lighting the mid-

PLAN PROPOSED
FOR I. R. GLOB
Fred Hartley, president and Joe
Popek, publicity director, have com,
pleted plans for a reorganization
of the International Relations Club
of Rollins College in order that
students might be better informed
concerning a very serious topic today—international affairs.
The new plan—to go into effect
Spring Term—will begin with the
election of new officers for the remainder of the term and also next
year. Read the following changes
carefully so that you can take advantage of the new setup!
1. Application forms will be
sent to all students. Those who
teturn the application, signed, will
receive a membership card of the
International Relations Club of
Rollins.
2. This membership card will
entitle I.R.C. members to attend
all functions sponsored by the
club, and also many events sponsored by Winter Park and Orlando
groups . . . FREE OF CHARGE!
3. Once a term members will
hold a social function of some sort.
The purpose for the new change
is to form an International Relations Club which has an important
function on campus. All events
will be made interesting and important. We urge you to watch
the Sandspur for further notices
concerning the reorganization. An
application blank will be sent to
you shortly, if you wish to become
member of the NEW International Eelations Club of Rollins
College, RETURN THE APPLICATION—SIGNED!
At the meeting held last Thursday, Mr. Bannwart of the World
Eepublic organization addressed
the group and outlined a plan for
federation of the democracies of
the world. He considers such a
plan the only sensible and effective
ns of preventing a third world
watt- He called for immediate
drafting of a sample constitution
to be submitted to the various governments who would be eligible for
membership. ' In order to become
member of the union, a nation
would be required to demonstrate
that its people were capable of,
and actually practicing self-government. Thus no totalitarian or
dictator state would be eligible to
join, and the union would be composed of politically homogeneous
peoples, thus making for a workable government of federated nations.
A world government composed
of all the nations could not, at the
present, possibly function well if
indeed, it could ever be organized.
For this reason," Mr. Bannwart
declared, "it is useless to attempt
to form a world federation at the
present through the U.N." Under
the world republic plan, the U.N.
would function as before, but prob.bly more effectively. Also, he
aid, world economic recovery
would proceed much more rapidly,
and a formidable bloc to Soviet
expansion would be at once cre. The union could handle international arrangements such as
E. C. A. and the proposed North
Atlantic defense pact more successfully and at a far less cost than
e present set-up could.
The speaker cited several leaders
the government, ift military and
nlian life who favor the federal
union plan, and he highly recommended Clarence Streit's book.
Union Now" to anyone who is
interested in this most important
problem.
The I.R.C. also showed "The
Nazis Strike." This film, made
during the war by the United
States Army, portrayed the im-

^^^,
Canada^ The Netherlands,
Luxembourg, and the U.S.
COAL STRIKE
Almost 600,000 presons were to
go off their jobs on March 14 as
a result of John L. Lewis' call for
a two-week mine shut-down with
a resulting wage loss of at least
$73 million. Lewis' order was described as a memorial to dead and
injured miners, and as a protest
to the appointment of Dr. James
Boyd as head of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines.
SOVIET CLAIMS
The Russian Navy Journal, Red
Fleet, declared March 12 that the
United States is creating strong
naval positions at both ends of
the Mediterranean Sea and sigging
in in North Africa. The Red Fleet way, but concessionaires will have
stated that these bases are meant, to provide their own extensior
"a springboard for aggression ords and lights for their owr
against the Soviet Union."
booths.

Opening immediately after the
Spring Vacation is that riotous
play, "The Man Who Came to Dinner". There could be no doubt in
anyone's mind who has either seen
the professional productions or the
movie, that this is one of the most
thoroughly enjoyable comedies of
all time. Moss Hart had his fling
in the leading part of Sheridan
Whiteside, as did Alexander Woolcott for awhile, Clifton Webb also,
and of course that bearded gentleman from Saratoga, Monty
Wooley. It was this play that put
Monty Woolley out front in the
theater world, and he also starred
in the movie version. Whether
you see Monty Woolley, any of
the others mentioned, or Ranny
Walker in the part of Whiteside,
same lines and the same ridiculous characters are there to roll
you in the aisles. Ranny Walker
tvas last seen as John, the son, in
"The Late George Apley", also as
the Hessian soldier. Max, in "The
Pursuit of Happiness" and in others this year and last. There is
no question that the all-student
production, more accurately allRollins production, will be entertaining to the nth degree, what
with Mary DeLano in the part of
Maggie Cutler, whom everyone remembers as the humorously sarcastic number in "Stagedoor", Virginia Estes as Lorraine Sheldon,
who contributed a fine performance
the lead in "Stagedoor", Ken
Fenderson as Banjo, (that should
be good) and Fred Taylor as Beverly Carlton, one of the funniest
parts in the play. Fred was last
in "The Little Foxes". Need
go on? Gerry Honaker plays
Bert Jefferson (of course), and
Cameron McCardell will play Mr.
Stanley, the owner of the house
and host to the man who came to
dinner and stayed two months.
Beverly Cotter will play Mrs. Stanley, Jinx Scheketoff will be Miss
Bed Pan, I mean Miss Preen, the
poor little woman who listens to
Whiteside bellow all day, and Josette Stainciu is cast as Harriet
Stanley. That constitutes the majority of the cast; nevertheless
there will be maids, prisoners, dinner guests, e t c , whom we leave
to the audience to see for themselves.
You won't regret it! This will
be entertainment a t its best. The
play is in rehearsal now, and once
again, it starts right after the vacation.
Come one, come all!
Gerard S. Walker

Square Dance Held
Friday Night at Center
The first of two square dances
as held last Friday night in the
Center. The dance was called by
Seet Justice and Bob Smathers two
syncopated swingsters from North
Carolina. A portable record play'as moved into position to furnish the music for the dancing.
Many couples journeyed in and
partook of the fun which will be
ated on Friday, March 25. If
you have trouble remembering
dates that's the first Friday after
the spring recess.
portant events which led up to the
Second World War. The picture
concerned primarily with Hitler and his bid for world conquest.
By shrewd manipulation of the
German people, the film showed
how Hitler was able to secure the
support of a good portion of the
nation in his subsequent thrusts
into the Rhineland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Utilizing
propaganda, secret police, and a
fifth column, the Germans prepared
their victims for invasion and succeeded in every case. This particular film dealt only with the
early stages of the Nazi tid for
control of Europe. In. the next
film, called "Divide and Conquer",
it will be shown how the Germans
miscalculated the temperament of
he Allies and Russia and became
engaged in a war on two fronts.
One important point should be
irought out in regard to these
(Continued on page 2)
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Little Foxes

Rollins

Smash Hit

, N o v e m b e r 14, 1925, a t t h e p o s t office :

Last W e e k

star
A fascinating evening of evil
was in store at the Theatre,
where Lillian Hellman's "The LitAlice Smith
tle Foxes" was presented with admirable vim, venom, and vitality
D a t e HeKfethan
last week.
z
F e a t u r e Editoi
The play was an absorbing meloSociety Editor
. R o b e r t Van Hooae
L a y o u t a n d Z^ead EEddiittttfirr
drama with overtones of the strugSweat Box
Jack Hehleb
gle of good and evil in a Southern
Stanley Rudd
Photography Editor
mill-town. An interesting examPat Meyer
ination of the decay of the old
Dr. Trueblood was calling the
roll of his A period class. "MarBorn Joseph (Congo) Freedman, aristocratic South and its despoilProofreaders
ion Miller." "Here", shouted Mar- some 20-odd years ago in Newton ing by the avaricious go-getters,
Virginia Cheney, A n n Dewia Turley, J u a n a Bostedo
ion from the foot of the Pinehurst Center, South Boston, Joe has been the little foxes, who saw divinity
in the dollar sign.
J o a n S t r a h a l e , J a n Olson, P o l l y Clark, Dale T r a v i s
stairs. The bewildered professor a good rebel ever since.
P l a y RevIcTPa
sighed and managed to smile wanThe focal point of the play, the
He's got good money and plenty
, By Ken Brown
G e r r y W a l k e r , M i l t o n S c h w a r t z , N a n V a n Zile
of male prisoners of the State are
Featnrea
ly when she arrived, two or three of looks, aspires to be
most vicious vixin of them all, was
State Road Department Camp not adequate. The old, the young
Mary Ann Price, Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Merle Hodges,
minutes later.
of Physique Magazine, is partial portrayed with grace and author- 48 at Tavares is one of Florida's the first offenders and the harden,
That was three years ago. Mar- to bow-legged women and pink ity by Nan Van Zile. She projected better chain gangs. It is under ed are thrown together and can.
a mature intensity of evil, which the direction of Captain Perry Al- not be given constructive attenion has since given up scheduling lemonade.
Merrill, P a t Robe
8:30 classes, for it became someJoe is presidente de Delta Chi was startling for one so compara- lison, who reputedly changes his tion."
, Randy Walke:
tively new to the theatre. Blessed pistol every day as another man
thing of a strain on her friends and the Senior Classy.
"They treat their bloodhounds
to spend 15 minutes in the early won the Forensic Tournament sin- with presence and a fine voice. would change his necktie.
better than they treat their prisR a e Holden, J o A n n Dilly, Carol Reed, Sylvia E r i k s o n
morning playing Dixieland Jazz gle-handed and talking with his Miss Van Zile answered the deTen Rollins students who went
Typists
mands of a most demanding role there Feb. 27 saw a number of the oners," according to 21-year-oI(i
so that she might wake up pleas- fingers.
Frederick Fox, ex-paratrooper who
J a c k R e a r d o n . M a r s h a l l StOTie, A n n M a r i e K e r l i n , P a t R o b e r t s , P a t s y C r e e l
antly. By 9:30, less complicated
Joe has been living in Florida with ease.
prisoners wearing chains, which a was awarded the Purple Hean
Sports Department
methods are necessary; neverthe- since 1942. Claims he didn't have
Gerald Honaker, as Ben Hub- guard admitted were riveted on medal and five battle stars. At the
Bill G o l d r i c k , R a l p h Siedel, N a n c y M o r r i s o n , a r g e W a t s o n
less, it is seldom that Marion to leave Massachusetts. Why the bard, gave an assured and well- and generally remained on for at
time he was saying this, Fox was
reaches even B period classes on sheriff stood on the border line and conceived portrayal of a ruthless least six months. The chain is fasMembtr
a fugitive from a Live Oak, Fla.,
time, Her professors now are [ just begged him to come back schemer out maneuvered but un- tened to each ankle. Convicts have
Rssocioled 0Dlle5iale Press
chain gang, having eluded bloodmore
beaten. This was perhaps Mr. a complex way of doing the seem- hounds and shotgun blasts. He
gned. Dr. Fischer
Oi&tributor of
may comment gently that she will
Says he likes the kind of gal Honaker's best work in the Annie ingly impossible task of putting claimed he was shackled in chains
undoubtedly be late to her wed- that appears on the cover of "True Russell. This time his personal on, taking off their pants.
<i>lle6iafe Difiesl
and flogged periodically.
ding and to heaven, but it is gen- Sex" magazine but wants the kind charm and presence didn't have to
Chains are also worn in Raiford
A young paroled Orlando man
erally accepted that Marion is an of gal that won't have anything fight its way through gray hair Prison, where a wall makes them
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
who wishes to remain anonyrao»L<
and decrepitude.
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many individual, and not to be judged to do with a guy like him.
unnecessary.
until full protection is guaranteed,
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name by ordinary standards. The colIs a B.A. major who can't handle
Jim Bartlett sighed and died
"sweatbox," three feet wide,
described the beating to death
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, lege, recognizing this fact, even figures. Claims he wants to start with touching pathos as Regina's six feet long and seven feet high,
of a fellow road camp prisoner on
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be established a special class in epic a chain of orange juice stands
wronged and ailing husband. Perinspected. Scrawled on
June
21, 1946. He read in a Tampj
poetry
for
her
alone.
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
the salt flats of Utah.
haps more forc^ would have com- wall inside were the words, "Lispaper a few days later that the
She shows signs occasionally of
the
Sandsfur.
Likes good music, his favorite pleted the characterization and ten little men a man born by a
being an erratic genius, producing is Burl Ives singing "Somebody': made the weak moments stronger, white man and a dark woman sees man had died of heart failure.
Florida's penal system is parif the paradox is permissible.
We were never in favor of all college assemblies when the amazing pieces of writing rang- in the Bathroom with Nell.
dark days so take it easy." Camp
program was first put up to the student body for its ap- ing from German compositions to His favorite saying is; "you Jean Cartwright pulled out all 48 had at one time been for colored ticularly bad. Politically powerful
Nathan Mayo has been head of the
proval. The memory of denouncing the idea bitterly at free verse. Her German themes, know . . . you know what I mean the stops in her powerful scenes prisoners.
Agricultural Department for 2S
with Regina and convinced us very
meeting one Monday night still remains vivid. However, masterpieces of originality, deal . . ." But nobody ever doei
No matter how long a prisoner
excitingly that she had a great remains in road camp solitary con- years. The prison system is under
the idea passed and the results were, to say the least, dis- with dreams about helicopters,
couraging. Turnouts every Wednesday morning were as sailors dancing hornpipes and dis- this week, she consoles herself by deal more to give than all her finement, his food is one "cathead" the Department of Agriculture,
enthusiastic as a swimming party in January. Yet this reputable Chicago night spots. She planning future homes, to be filled former "sweet roles" would indi- (biscuit) each day and water. San- and Mayo has reappointed L. F,
Chapman to operate the prison
cate. It was a fine job. We hopi itation consists of a bucket.
department began to get sentimentally attached to the idea, conceived a great affection for Chi- with similar chairs.
began to feel that it had possibilities of being a good thing. cago this summer, while selling Her relations with housemothers she'll have another chance at this Prisoners call their guards Boss, system for the past 17 years. Chapman, in turn, makes his own ajjAnd after last week's very successful fashion show we books in a department store there; have been somewhat bewildering. sort of thing.
Boss
Man
or
Good
Boss
Man.
know it could be a good thing. After all the idea was to her feelings manifest themselves For a while, when she and the in- Fred Taylor showed us the weak While there the group saw 19- pointments.
such lyrics as one affirming imitable Flip Starobin were insep- and disintegrating character of
bolster school spirit. And I think that the group reFlorida should have its penal
year-old Richard Gardner, who also
sponsible for the Fashion Show not only contributed to the that if you die on the Chicago arable, she was looked upon as a silly, ambitious young man with helps to keep Florida's highways system operated separately, and
development of good fellowship within the Rollins family, Outer Drive, it's really not dying highly suspicious character. Such a skill which promised a great deal attractive from soon after sunrise a qualified penologist should be
pastimes
as
concealing
beer
bottles
at
all.
but they did a lot for themselves too. The feeling of joinfor his development. Colorful
until sunset. His eyes appear to barge. The difference between
ing together to produce something, anything creative did a
V Orleans, however, is the in the beds of the most unlikely tumes tempted him to the brink of be turning white. He has a Chillo- southern and northern prisons is
great deal for that group. And the same thing could apply ideal spot—and not only because people, hiding chickens in people's burlesque but he resisted manfully. cothee, Ohio prison doctor's state- le of appropriations—as i
cars,
and
dating
a
boy
who
was
to all groups. We would like to see a vote of confidence Clarinetist Bill performs on a MisBetty Pottinger did a character- ment that he will be blind within ise with schools.
for the all college assemblies on election day. It would be sissippi river boat. Last spring known to growl like a dog con- zation which was spotty but when a year.
It is not practical financially ot
a good thing for the school, the group, and the individual.— vacation Marion and two other Rol tributed to this reputation, which she decided to stop fidgeting, she In a speech last year, former orally
to think of prisoners
J.McM.
linsites spent a gay three dayf has been considerably modified in :hieved a very effective pathos.
Governor Caldwell said, "Facilities dust which we can conveniently
there, mostly listening to her fa the last two years. Now Marion
Jack Belt as Oscar, would be for the rehabilitation and training sweep under a carpet.
watches
tenderly
over
her
housevorite Dixieland, before starting
quite good if he would rela
back to Rollins, only a day late, mother, leading the rescue party
'as, he came through strongly
when it was feared that a maniac
Marion's convertible. En route
and
sensitively when he did,
had captured her, and presenting
home, they bumped into
Mr. Marshall was portrayed by
her with such gifts as a worn-out
The experience didn't faze Marion
Joe Popeck with more than usual
typewriter ribbon.
a bit, but it killed the cow—one of
Yankee stiffness of speech. Addie,
Occasionally life becomes too the Mammy, was a difficult part
the reasons for the insurance com
pany's reluctance to renew the aC' much for her, mostly when she well done by Pearl Jordan. Cal,
THE DAMN CALENDAR
man to act as valet, chauffeur, and
cident policy on her car, which starts thinking about her hair. In the colored servant, was portray- To Whom It May Concern
This has been my week to turn general handyman.
cost them $300 the first year. Mar- rash moments she is fond of threat- ed by Corky Scarborough, whose
Thursday, March 17
Second, That prisoners shall have
ion, who is a reasonably sane ening to shave her head and buy authentic accent was a great aid out the Sandspur and has proved
to be a man-sized job. It doesn't a wardrobe of at least 12 suitJ
7:15—Tertulia, at the Casa Iberia.
driver, didn't happen to be at the a blonde wig with braids; more
an interesting characteriztion.
take too long on working on the made by a tailor of their own
wheel in any of the three acci- often she contents herself with
Set and lighting by Dick VerFriday, March 18!!
dents. Her car is everybody's car; merely getting another home per- igan were in mood with the play. paper to realize why it has not choice. (No pin-stripes allowed.)
been thankfully received of late
Third, that prisoners are free tt
quite often she isn't even sure who manent. These permanents, which
12:00—The end of Winter Term (by Gosh).
Our thanks and a box of aspirin
usually require the combined ef- to Director Wilbur Dorsett for by the student body in general. go any place they wish but must
has it at a given time.
Saturday, March 19
The
Sandspur
doesn't
need
a
new
forts
of
the
upstairs
population
of
report
to the warden at least oncf,
Her favorite pastime is rocking,
another addition to his fine record
sometimes combined with medi- Corrin Hall to provide moral sup' of successes at the Annie Russell staff or a host of new ideas. When every 20 years in person, by phont
Nothen but sleeping.
getting down to brass tacks all the or penny post-card. Traveling ei-|
tation on the state of the universe. port and follow directions, hav( Theatre.
Anyone familiar with
Sunday, March 20
Overcome by the difficulties of life been, so far, consistently unsuc- Mr. Dorsett may say that here Sandspur needs is a good dose of penses will be allowed if prisoner
in Corrin Hall without a rocking cessful.. Her threats of head-shav- again is a triumph of his own de- old fashioned hard work by the reports in person.
More sleeping—with a little eating maybe.
Fourth, In order to keep prisofr
chair, she managed to convince a ing, therefore, are voiced with in- culiar directorial technique . . . in- staff it has on hand. So if I have
Monday, March 21
to have a platform that will be it. j ers honest during the time thej
housemother of her great need, creasing frequency, for she cher- finite pity, infinite patience.
12:00—Start of worrying 'bout spring term.
Just a little extra effort by every- I serve their sentence they shall be
and happily lugged a rocker across ishes the dream that if she shaves
who has his or her name on allowed to purchase anything thej
the campus from Lakeside. Des- off all her hair, it will grow i
Tuesday, March 22
the masthead.
desire, forwarding the bill to the
olated by the thought of leaving it again curly. The whole troubl REORGANIZATION PLAN
as
Marion
explains
herself,
is
that
(Continued
ft-om
pAs*
1)
There
are some improvements State Treasurer. If said prisoner
8:30 a.m.—Start of Spring term, (sorry)
behind her when she graduates
her hair never grew up. She stop- pictures. Divide and Conquer and that could be made. The sporti finds it necessary to have some
7:30—R.S.S. Meeting, Alumni House.
ped being a baby, she will tell you, all the others that have been shown news has been grossly underre- pocket-money he can obtain a loM
but her hair just didn't.
and will be shown are films of ported,. A whole page could easily from the State Treasurer and dra*
8:15—"The Man Who (or whom) Came to Dinner, AR.T.
Stories about Marion who lives, great importance and interest. be filled reporting all the sports up to $100,000 a year, on account
Wednesday, March 23
oddly enough, on Normal Avenue, They portray a period of recent activities that go on. After all and repay it in the life hereafter
is is a sports-minded campus.
Stevens Point, Wis., are often history which many of us have alIf this program be too harsh tl"*
7:30—International Relations Club meeting.
As
history
I have faith in the section known governor should set up a system oi
greatly exaggerated. Equally often, ready forgotten.
Jack Mehlek
8:15—"The Man Who Came to Dinner", A.R.T.
the campus keyholers. . That merits and rewards for certii",
they don't need to be. But it is courses, they are valuable; and as
"Wake of the Red Witch"
why it has been included this acts of courtesy.
absolutely tmtrue that she is a entertainment, they cannot be
8:15—Genevieve James Senior Recital, Woman's Club-An unusually exciting and inCommunist, although her political equaled- We urge all students to week good or bad. The campui
For example. For pushing elderlj
tense melodrama of the sea is unthought is definitely progressive. attend the showings of these pic- keyholers should and could be thi ladies off sidewalks the sentencf
folded in "Wake of the Red Witch".
tures, since the International Ree of the groups on campus should be a 30-day cruise to HaThe story of the sharp clashes be- An ardent World Federalist and lations Club can secure them only
tween two strong men and between Wallace fan, she is well-versed on for a limited time. Divide and just as much as the interfraternity waii. If the act includes a kick j'
man and the sea is told with speed, modern matters from Existential- Conquer will be shown March 23—• council representatives. It would the ribs, 30 additional days v>l'
not be necessary just to print the be added.
power, and suspense. The under- ism to Faulkner.
assembly period.
gossip of the week end. This could
The act of beating a professor
is quite true, on the other
sea camera work is breathtaking
be the section where this sorority shall be considered a major ^'\
hand,
that
she
and
Flip
were
reprejudice,
interfaith
strife,
or
even
in its reality: John Wayne's long
Dean Darrah
dive for the pearl cache, his clash sponsible for a weird telegram pur- acter is one of remarkable endlr- or that fraternity could air their fense. The criminal will be forceii
When you look back upon human
to accept a new convertible V^^^
We are not short on ideals, or with the deadly octopus, and the porting to be from Dr. Starr which ance and strength. Ader creates views pro or con.
history and see how much the ecostrong contrasting character—a
These are my views. My plat- a year's supply of money. C
nomic standard of living has been visions of the good life. But we finale when he explores a sunken greatly bewildered an ex-Rollins
raised you can't help but wish that are slow in asserting our convic- vessel that is teetering on the shelf tudent just beginning a fine crit- subtle, sadistic old salt. Gail Rus- form again . . . just a good dose death does not result from this ac'the convertible is forfeited)
men had improved as much in those tions. It seems such a pity that of an abyss will afford sights and ical career; and it is more or less sell, the sloe-eyed heroine, neatly of hard work.
Jim McMenemy
For the petty crime of speedin?
same years. But in the center of life has to keep going on in recur- tension seldom seen on the.screen true that she recently bought a figures into the intrigue.
pair of shoes mainly because of the
life there is a rigid pattern of ring cycles of destruction and dev- today.
the criminal must take $25 in cas"
"Whispering Smith"
Dear Editor:
prejudice, selfishness, and bigotry astation when we have a way and
a case of imported Scotch. Tb*
The story opens with Wayne, free button hook offered with
This time we find Alan Ladd in
My eyes have been opened and
that seems unyielding. Men used program that will redeem men's captain of the Red Witch, delib- them; and the legend that she
•esting officer must act as va'^
to think that man was born a de- best hopes. It may not be even erately sinking her with the in- once broke her arm while chasing technicolor as a gun-totin railroad I have been greatly moved by the to offender for 30 days.
an across a fence is also au- cop. He's a soft-spoken hombre as intense interest that C.H.A.I.N.S.
praved creature and when you look too difficult. The tide will be tention of later salvaging the carFor pilfering church offerin^j
name implies—that is until he and the Methodists are taking in the offender should be forced to acabout you at the history of the last changed when the dedicated assert go—a load of gold bullion. Wayne thentic. It is a great mistake for
1 some offending party with showing us the deplorable condi- cept all other collections fro^'
Rollins to allow such a wonderful
decade it is easy to find support- themselves and the wavering stand and his partner Gig Young „..
up to be counted and all individuals quitted of any wrongdoings at the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^cal color to get away, the goods. It seems that Laddie's tions in the State penal institu- every church in the town or ^'
ing evidence.
old buddy Preston Foster was sup- tions. I am writing the governor lage where the incident occurs, f^'
But the psychologists have been liv up to their professions and con- Maritime court. Thinking themsummons his savages to warm up plementing his income by doing a immediately demanding a change
telling us for a generation that fessions.
selves free, the boys set out to sea a party for his guests.
period of five years.
little railroad rustling on the side. in methods for punishing crimthat isn't so. The child at birth
From last Sunday's Sermon.
again but are cleverly maneuverFor committing any serious a'J
Long flashbacks reveal the dra- This doesn't go over very well with inals. A few of my suggestions
doesn't inherit all the short comThe Student After Chapel Club ed into the island port of the devagainst women, the offender shal'
matic events which lead up to the
1, as he proceeds to erase Fos- are as follows. First, that the
ings of the human race, these will meet the first Sunday of the lish master of the South Seas.
bitterness between Wayne and Ad- ter from the picture and gallops state prison at Raiford be moved be forced to live on a tropic isl'
things he learns. Then it follows Spring Term at 11 in the Chapel (Also the owner of the scuttled
with Betty Grable, Lana Turnej
ler. Wayne, by the way, gives a off into the sunset with his old
lediately to the Miami-Bilt^
that the pattern can be changed^ Conference Room with Dean Cleve- ship.) As you might expect, this
hard-hitting performance as the pal's wife. The oudoor photogra- more, where prisoners will be and Rita Hayworth for a period"'
We don't always have to have race land. The Topic is: What is Life? , satanical lord, (Luther Adler),
not less than five years. Prison^'i
roistering sea captain. His char- phy is beautiful.
treated as guests with one police(Continued on Page 4)
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ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

CAMPUS KEYHOLERS
Alpha Phi Lambda
A good many of us sang Bach
last week. After wearing our
lungs out for three days straight,
we were invited to the most wonderful party at the Casa Iberia.
Dr. Honaas really knows how to
feed a starving mob of instrumentalists and singers. Thanks to
him, we all had a perfectly swell
Festival.
Question of the week is "Who
wrote the Scandal Sheet?" Who^ ever you are, you better stay under
> your mattress. The goblins will
get you!
Since the Seaboard Line is
ing to rip up the tracks along Lake
s Virginia (there have been so many
complaints about the noisy trains)
^ our friend is moving his headquar'.^ ters. He's planning to set up
* housekeeping at the Boathouse. H
' still says he'll get back to the
' Trumpet Vine if it kills him.
,
Our sympathy goes to all the Phi
Mus who were unlucky enough to
' go to their banquet. Chicken a la
'* king just isn't the easiest thing
* to digest>-and with mushrooms.
' Why do you Phi Mus insist on sec• ing all your letters "Stay loos"?
'
Bob Heath gets this week's car• nation. He's going to wear it in
' his beard.
Good night sweet prince, may
" flights of angels.
Sincerely,
'
Derf

X Club News
Happy "you can have hair in
your eyes, too" Clark by popular
request is going to have a haircut
next week. Happy, the poor man's
Veronica Lake, is taking it like a
real trooper. The scene is going
to take place in Joe's Barber
School, directly beneath O'Harra's
Fish & Pigtail Cannery. We will
have our own staff photographers
on the scene, and will run a picture
story next issue. Don't miss it . . .
your son might become a barber.
Cecil and Bob Van Hoose,
of boys any mother could justly
be proud of are establishing the
Lakeside Love Clinic sometime
the near future. Such mysteric
questions as why my Cocker Spaniels puppies look like Mrs. Smith's
bulldog, will my daughter be fat,
and many other interesting questions will be open mindly discussed.
Come and see the doctors free of
charge after you have paid a mere
$3.79 gate admission fee. This
unmentionably small fee is to take
care of traveling expenses the doctors have suffered in bringing their
wisdom to you, and also for a short
three weeks visit at the Orange
Court. (Note from the faculty . . .
Girls, please conduct yourselves as
ladies when asking for autographs
and souvenirs from these authorities. We may want them back
again next year.)

A SOCIAL NOTE

Happy Spring Vacation to Cloverleaf's Suzie.
From the other end of the hall
came the thunder of hoof-beats
and a hearty "Wot-say?"
"Dana's back," Alice reasoned.
"Wonder what story she's got
cooked up this time?"
But her query was unheeded
amid the concerted shouts of
"Swimming with Elizabeth Taylor?", "Cocktail party on Lana
Turner's boat?", "Glenn Davis?",
and "Clark Gable and Van John,
"Wonder when her screen test
comes us," Alice yawned as she
returned to her quiet rest behind
the fire-alarm.
Independent Fubar

Last Saturday night Harriet
Terry was taken, under false pretenses, to the home of Betty Pottinger for a surprise birthday parScene from last Friday
square dance at the Center.
ty attended by Betty, Pat, Gail,
Ann, Elaine, Connie, Josette, Montine, Ann Rutherford, and P. J.
Needless to say, a good time was
had by all.
Betty and P. J. are now full
fledged members of Phi Btea. They
u'est-ce que c'est la "bop"? the present-medium, the contention
said the steak that followed the
initiation was out of this world. Was ist "Bop"? Que es "Bop"? is that more sounds can be heard
than are actually sounded, such as
Seen at the X Club dance were uis est "Bop"?
You don't have to know the lan- the flatted fifth and ninth. With
Helen and Mickey, Barbara and
Harold, Carol and Macy, Val and guage to realize that the big ques- these more elastic tonal boundaries,
tion of the day is "What gives with an interpretation is not confined to
Bobby, Elsie and Jim.
Congratulations are in order for this Bop?" Being but a wee the actual chord accompaniment
small shrdlu alongside the pseudo that is supplying the background.
Betty
Pottinger
who
gave
a
delTheta News
Gillespis and Parkers wandering
That the foregoing was a b
Alice the mouse looked out of icate portrayal of Birchie in the hither and thither on the campus, vague, I admit. The purpose of
Annie
Russell's
last.
The
Little
e window of the firealarm and
it would hardly do for me to get it, however, is to prove that bop
Lambda Chi News
took in the scene with a quizzical Foxes. Tia did a swell job of
L dogmatic kick and try to ex- is a highly defined art-form. Beprompting. Now that the play
" Don't seem like there were nuth- queak.
over Bobbie won't be able to plain this new "Bebop"; I doubt ing unaccustomed to the radical
Down at one end of the hall on
*in tuh right about when it gets
ven Bob Newhouse could do sound, the listener has a temptasneak cake between scenes and |
,he
second
floor
of
the
Theta
around tuh bein the end of the
P. J. will have to return her hair that. Howsomever, from where I tion to dismiss it as being a nui' term. We'uns did put on a right house an admiring audience lis- to its natural color.
sit, it looks as though the follow- sance, instead of a nuance. Actualtened
to
a
distinctly
Bartow
ac' fine fashion show which everybody
This marks the last week of ing suppositions could be applied ly, today's bop is no more revolu" enjoyed. Man they was some cute cent explaining the scratches on both Marion Miller and Lynn in forming a definition of Jazz's tionary than was the Dixieland of
• arm. It seems that a few of
^ little gals a running aroun' out
a decade ago. In a few years'
Lahn's stay on campus. They will newest baby:
kittens
decided
to
take
teach" they. Couple o' the boys went and
THE BEAT: In all the jazz pre- time, the flatted fifths of "Groovin'
•ely missed by us all. Lots
Yvonne for a joy-ride one day.
' did sump'n ridikerlous last week.
High" will sound just as convenceding
bebop,
there
was
a
defof luck girls, in any future '
* That ol' man Charlie Knecht done As the one plaintive meow quiet- i ture.
inite accent placed on the first tional as the flatted thirds of the
1 got hisself pinned to that Abbot ed another, she explained that she
and third beats of each measure "St. Louis' Blues" do today.
had contracted her decided limp
t gal while little Joyce Yeomans
of a particular tune. In bop, the
Gamma Phi Gaddings
^ ^een wearin Kenny Hortons if ya in her wonderings as a "Hobo".
emphasis is taken from these, so
For the few of you who are still
"Hmmm," thought Alice, "I
1 look keerful enough. That Sabin
Gamma Phi Beta announces i •ith as to offer less restriction to the reading, the following is a poem
thought
basketbal
Iseason
was
PoUart better watch out or the
soloist;.
written by my roommate, Tom
pleasure
the
initiation
of
Mary
Lee
! same thing's gonna happen to him over. That's when everyone limps Aycrigg, Polly Clark, Nancy FlaTHE HARMONIES: Again com- Snow. Tom, a jazz afficionado on
around.
Isn't there anything
one o' these days
vell ,and Saretta Hill on February paring these new sounds to the the eager side, was so moved by
pleasant?"
moribund melodies of the "pre- the news of Stan Kenton's deThe X Club had a right fine
27,
1949.
As if in answer, Shiriey, the
; dance last Sattidy. Everybody was
This was Gamma Phi's week end bop" era, we see that formerly the sertion of the music racket, that
erstwhile "Big Cheese", wrote
virtuoso was required to stay with- he composed this sort-of-a-son! they except those that weren't of
"Meeting Mon. Night" on the at the Pelican and Dee and Milt
in cei'tain chord structures and pro- net in the chow line, a line a day.
I course.. They was over at a little
blackboard and, with a sight of were there with Dee's parents as
gressions while improvising. In i SORT OF A SONNET TO STAN
shindig at T Bone Larson's house.
relief, dropped the chalk in Mar- chaperones. Mary Ann and Doyle,
Right fine aifair at both places ah
Monica and Louis, Sylvia and Dick,
- hear.
Penny and John, Saretta, Jojo,
A brand-new, whizz-bang
Alice
beamed,
"You've
earned
Got a new game over at the
Polly and Carolyn completed the iRoyal portable typewriter.
house. Checkers . . . everbody that sigh for a job well-done, list.
New last week. Cost $82.95.|
Shirley."
that's anybody jest sits aroun all
Marge and Harriet left for the You can have it for $70
A distant odor of fish floated upthe Rollins Campus
day movin them little pieces back
iChance of a life time. See] Across from
stairs, and Ginny Apgar said wist- Tampa horse show. Good luck!
PHONE 760
and forth.
Peg and Jack, and Penny and Andy Tomasko.
fully, "I hope Suzie likes speckled
Not much else, 01 Keith Turner
John
took
in
the
Kappa
Keynote
trout." It seems that Ginny and
came back, after bein a way for
Yvonne decided to try a few "an- dance which can truly be called
two terms. He's gonna take Old
gles" and, empty-handed and a one of the best dances of the year.
Calvin Peacock's place.
Ever
trifle morose, were presented with Saw an old Gamma Phi there too,
body's gonna be kinda sorry to see
a few trout by a kind but un- DoloresOld Calvin go. Ah know Jack
Marge is just back from the Athknown benefactor. There was one
McDowell is. Calvin's been play"catch" however. The presents letic Instructors Conference at
ing football fer Rollins and everwere in the same condition as they Asheville, N. C.
body else fer so long that ah betThe Gamma Phis all wish to
were when first pulled out of the
cha o r Jack aint gonna know what
water. From the depths of dis- thank the Thetas for the scrumpto do without him next year. Well
pair came Ginny's voice, "Ya know tious dessert coffee last Friday
goodbye Calvin. We all wishes yuh
. Suzie just LOVES fish!" night. We all sure enjoyed it!
a lot ah luck and everythin.

WAX MUSEUM

Harold McKinney
The Winter Park-Rollins Kennel Club Society For the Improvement of Breed Club met yesterday
afternoon at Monsieur Robie's
show arena. Short-and-Long, one
of the finest specimens of Dauchsatian bred in this country in
many generations, was sponsored
by Mr. G. W. Mooney, well-known
local canine fancier. Mr. Mooney,
with pardonable pride, produced
Short-and-Long's
pedigree
for
notice by all those imbibers of
Monsieur Robie's potent tea that
was served with great gusto by
Larry O'Roby, the famous Irish
sportsman.
Willie Robby, the
genial Chief Stewart and Head
Factotum of the Arena, famous
for doggin' it for years, was Master of Ceremonies, as usual. The
short and the long of it is that
Short-and-Long was chosen Best
Dog in the Show. His owner took
a Blue Ribbon. Immediately after
the ceremony, S-&-L was pledged
by a local fraternity.
The Kennel Club has done excellent work on the Rollins campus
of late. It wasn't a task they
KENTON ON HIS LEAVING THE
RANKS OP PROGRESSIVE JAZZ
TO BECOME A PSYCHIATRIST.
Oh strange reform
that this atonal Orpheus
whose tight-stringed lyre amorphous
raised such a storm
should turn to savage breast
and most unbalanced mind
a healing hand. We find
perhaps among his best
of patients, former excessive
gibbering,
quibbering
addicts of his jazz progressive.
Cats, with this assuage your grief:
'tis true, it takes to catch a thief
a thief.
Jug

chose; one day the Club awakened
at dawn .end there they were . . .
about six of them. Quoting Dr.
Jim Anderson, local vet, " . . .
the purtiest little mess o' hush
puppies I ever did see." Like any
other group of freshmen that has
come to the campus, this pack was
the same. You recognized them
for a little; not as individuals.
But they refused to stay that way.
Gertrude, who was unable to
partici|pate in yesterday's show
for domestic reasons, was the first
to emerge after the arduous "ratting' period was over. (The 'Ratting' took place before the 'freshmen' found they way to Beanery.
Now they want A-1 Sauce on their
steaks).
Some
indiscriminate
rushing went on throughout Sorority Row but Corky Hall and
the Pi Phis won out finally. But
being the good sports the Pi Phis
are, they promise that when the
next batch of 'freshmen' come
along (and it won't be long now!),
they will be glad to let the other
Social Organizations have their
chance to get a mascot.
§-&-L, the more popular of the
'boys', had plenty of pressure put
on him, all to no avail. As it
should be, true friendship led him
to the doors of KA.
The other non-descript friends
of Gertrude and S-&-L, not getting the bids they expected, have
become Independents and just bum
around all over the campus. There
were, of course, one or two who
transferred to Stetson when they
couldn't make the grade at Rollins. The Kcniiel Club has sent
Dick Avery a wire warning him.
For next year, S-&-L and Gertrude plan to infiltrate the lowly
Stetson campus and give the
shrubbery and any students they
can catch the very dickens. The
(Continued on page 4)

DALLAS BOWER COLLEGE GARAGE
Complete Automotive Service
Painting and Body Work
" U.S. Royal Tire Distributor

PEGRAM'S SHELL
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OF FLORIDA

SCHWEIZER'S

SILVER COACH DINER
"Where the Gang Meets Every Night"

Sign
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No News

X Club's terrific dance headlighted the week end with such Sigma
Nus showing as Francis Natolis
and Ginger Butler, and dynamic
Ronnie Frymire, the Korean representative. " F a t s " Saylors and his
Artist brought John Vereen and
Ginny Apgar.
SchoUenberger,
White Star's contribution to the
fashion world, and Penny were accompanied by Harry, best dressed,
Hegler and the famous "Even",
by the way "Even" how in the
world did you get your hand
scratched so badly?
Ed Brinson is in his prime at
the house now, We finally have a
game that he can play. Fantan is
the game, right Ed?
Sorry to
have such intricate games as pinochle, at which Sigma Nu will
challenge any group on campus
with the sure combination of Prime
Minister Jim Bedortha and Boloney Stevens (what a pair!). But
captain of the luckiest volleyball
team, Parker Simpson, firmly believes that his congregation will
challenge any sorority to a game
for a keg at any time. Any challengers ?

lohr-lea

SERVICE

STANDARD

STATION

Expert Car Service

"MARSHALL WAS HERE"

2000
New Cottons

DIRECTLY ACROSS THE CAMPUS

DICTIONARY

SPECIAL

Winston Dictionary, College Edition $4.00
Ney Copies at $2.50 while they last

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
Opposite Colony Theatre

$10.00
Values to $29.95

We're A t It Again
Right now we look like the back stage of the Annie
Russell on opening night! Yes we're at it again
shifting stock preparing for the greatest showing
of cottons in our history.

PARK

AVENUE

BAR

"Marshall" arrived with a truck load of Super Cottons. The place is a general madhouse! But if you
want style plus value see these cottons today.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT

"Where the Gang Meets"

"Smart Girls Always Look Smarter
in Styles From Minna Lee"

114 PARK AVENUE

441 Park Avenue, N.

/ISIT THEJ_
E_L_JNT
J_INTIMATI

e^AiBOO
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
EDNIE ERNEST-ol Ihi bar
Hort O'OMvnt Mnr,d 5 lo r p.m.

MAYFAIR INN
SANFORD, FLORIDA

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

I
FOtJR'

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR
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Tars to Tackle ^Bama Tomorrow
1948StateChamps
Rollins Golfers
Meet SEC Team
Lose to Miami
In Season Debut

Social Note—

Rollins Netters
Trample Florida
In Season Opener

Thundering Heard—

Sigma Nu's Lead
Volleyball Race

(Continued from page 1)
will be deprived of the pleasure of
doing any manual labor, due to
little 'nippers ought to be able
the seriousness of the offense.
to get them right around
For the act of Mother-in-law
ankles.
C. Parker Simpson's high-flying
beating, offender will be awarded
At
the
Club's
meeting,
the
quesThe Rollins' Tars will officially
Sigma Nus dumped the Lambda
the Congressional Medal of Honor
tion of improving the breed did
open their 1949 baseball season
Chis last week to gain the No. 1
The Rollins golf team swallow- come up. Gertrude, who happenplus a million dollars in cash. This
The
Rollins
tennis
team
opened
against the University of Alaslot in the intramural volley-ball
ed a bitter pill at Miami last Sat- ed to be present a t the time, lis- up its defense of the mythical title act also makes offender eligible for
bama tomorrow afternoon a t Hartandings. On the same day, the
urdey when they went down to de- tened to all the complex biological of National Champions when they nomination for Presidency on the
per-Shepherd Field. Game time
KAs beat the X Club and this
The Quantico, Virginia, Marine
feat a t the hands of the potent theories that accompanied refer- bested the University of Florida Wallace ticket.
is 3:30 and a full house is expectthrew Colonel Mooney's boys into Base nine splurged for four rum
University of Miami golfers 17^! ences to the Canine Genealogical on the home courts. Playing withThat it shall be unlawful not
ed to turn out for the opener.
undisputed second place, or on three occasions to thump the
to %. Fresh from their victory Chart stolen from the Library's out the services of their No. 1 man to commit a crime.
The University of Alabama, long
one loss behind the Sigma Nus. Rollins Tars 15-5, last Saturday
over Florida Southern the team copy of Life. When someone noTars were still able to come
The problem of crime has not Last week's games also threw the
time leader in Southern College
at Harper-Shepherd Field
had high hopes of registering ar ticed her, they voiced the wish,
on top with ease 6 to 3. Re- been dealt with properly. People Lambda Chis and the X Club into
baseball circles, is expected to
practice game. The Marine
upset, but the Miami boys play- "If only Gertrude could talk. She sults of the matches are as fol- who commit crimes should not be
give the Tars a hard game. The
a tie for third place in the stand- All-Navy champions the la; nin^
ing on their own course were just must have a lot to say on this lows:
treated as criminals, it gives them ings. Volley ball this year has
Tars should develop into an outseasons and here for a two-weA
I too much for the Rollins team. subject,"
But Gertrude
only
plex. They should be re- been marked by hard playing and
standing team with a fev
Behrens beat Bill Oughterson 6training stay a t the Orlando Air
The next match on the agenda smiled; a little wistful, inscrutable
warded, and people that have close games.
practices under their belt. They
2,
6-4.
Force Base, combed three Tar
will be with a powerful Georgia smile.
never committed a crime should
have most of last year's team
Standings:
hurlers for 16 hits in the fret
Balbiers downed Warren D'Al- be locked up. If this plan doesn't
Tech team at Dubsdread on March
back plus some promising recruits
scoring contest.
lessandro 6-3, 6-2.
22. It is hoped that Pete Schoonmake crime pay the government
Team
Won
Lost
in Lyle Chambers, Wilson Tate,
Molloy took Berney Segal 6-2, should form a subsidy plan.—
maker's charges will get back on
The Devil-Dogs scored four runs
Sigma
Nus
Bobby Riggs, George Whidden-and
6-4.
the winning trail and continue on
in
the first inning and then added
I hope these few minor changes KAs
Bud High.
Coach Justice exCopeland over Jack Borling, 6-2,
to have a most successful season.
eight more runs in the seventk
5
in the penal system could straight- Lambda Chis
pressed great pleasure over the
6-2.
Players making the Miami trip
and
eighth innings to win goinj
fi
en out the horrible situation that X Club
performance of Harry Hancock,
were, Clyde Kelly, Jupe Arnold,
away,
Frank Wood, Florida, bested now exists.
Delta Chis
5
veteran Tar first-baseman who
Dub Palmer, and Wayman BenHarry
Hancock collected three
Binner
6-0,
6-4.
2
Thank
you.
collected three of the Tar's seven
nett.
of the seven Rollins' hits and
Independents
0
Frank Skillman defeated Moody
No. 98475869
hits in the practice game with
drove in two
6-1, 6-1.
the Quantico Marines last SatIn the doubles Rollins took two
urday.
As dreams have a way of doing
out of three matches putting the
Richard did not build himself up
Last Thursday the Tarzans and
ctory on ice . . . the scores were:
awful letdown. He came, Tarlets went to Lakeland to parMolloy-Balbiers downed SkillApril 6, is * e (
, he conquered.
ticipate in the Southern College
man-Oughterson 6-0, 6-3.
roining for offi
Darting over his career, Auburn homecoming regatta against TamBehrens-Copeland
Ofiees.
f0it''
first saw^ the likes of him but duty pa and Southern,. The Rollins Var- Borling 6-2, 6-1.
sity
came
through
to
win,
but
the
to country called and Richard spent
bulletin boai
Kplwloitheb""
Wood-D'Allessandro Beat BinJuniors were outstroked in the
; offices
What may well prove to be the three years with Uncle Sam's opener.
ner-Moody 6-1, 6-2.
deciding sport in the Clerk tro Navy, and managed to get in a
the presic
jiJui;
Tliosei
Next Friday afternoon Rollins
Although the varsity time was
phy race—Intramural softball— few licks of football with the Pearl
it in the i
not very sensational (5:26), the tackles the University of Tennessee
gets underway shortly after Rol- Harbor Marine Eleven in 1944.
rge Fra
ept condition of the course, on the home courts at 2 o'clock.
lins' spring vacation.
i ° t a uiiMa Chi Alpha, G.
He climaxed his career at Rol- and the ancient vintage of the Tar
All of the fraternities and the
Urne; fen KaPP^ '^'^
ls and showed a tremendous shell were working against any
Independents are expected to field burst of speed on countless occali(H)i?iliiin Delta Chi,
record smash. In fact, the
better-than-average diamond dust
Most memorable was a scin- mighty men in blue were almost
men. Several of the teams have tilatting 83-yard jaunt
unoppo5e(
ch for the venerable craft,
been noticed practicing earnestly Florida's Gator one balmy evening for, on a trial racing start four
Hinflmock who is a met
even as early as the first of March. last September. "It was the high
pped, and the thing very
illlilClib.
If the on again—off again X spot of my thrills in sport," said nearly submerged within sight of
Jiliillracein the secre
Clubbers could cop this championshore. However, they limped back
Mil Ittween Jan Pattoi
ship, they might well expect to
to dry-dock where, after a few
\U,iiii Sally McDowall, i
"bring home the bacon" in the
In other fields of sport Dick has minutes under Coach Bradley's
h Wdates running for
form of the Clerk Trophy, How- achieved a modest reputation as a hammer and glue-pot, the indomiri^of the Sandspur a r e :
ever, if the Order of Kappa Al- corking baseball catcher, and dis- itable blue boys took to the waves
Wtmn from Kappa Alpha,
pha can keep the X Clubbers from played his wares well in neighbor- again, and soon grew used to rowtay from Lamhda Chi
-winning this sport; the trophy is
Winter Garden, and Lake ing under water.
*
jnd Bob Van Hoose from
a cinch to remain as a KA man- Wales in the Orange Belt League.
On
the
start,
Southern
took
the
telpiece.
Locally he featured with the Denlead followed by Rollins and TamHe Student Council core
Other teams to be considered in mark softball aggregation, he be- pa in that order. At the half,
ratting has drafted the
the race for softball laurels in- ing classed with the top "under- Tampa was out of the running,
^ amendment concern ra
clude last year*s Sigma Nu cham- ball" backstops in the vicinity.
while Rollins still trailed Southlie
Rollins campus, n
On
home
ground
Dick
expects
to
pions, this year's hard-practicing
ern by half a length. At the threekjwith the question of wh
Lambda Chi aggregation, and lead his Lambda Chi Larrupers in quarter mark, the water smooth»t lo have assemblies wi
dark horses among the Indepen- the forthcoming Intramural loop, ed out and "Gunnel" Burchers upthe general si
dents, Delta Chis and Alpha Phi he grinned "If I can get a chuck- ped the stroke to win handily by
er." (ed. note: don't mistake this
April 6,
Lambdas.
a length.
ISitemi "EAT" is an affcc
At any rate, this main spring for a want ad.)
The JV race had no such happy
itting on the Ec
intramural offering promises to
The not too distant future shows ending, for the Baby Mocs boat•«PK is NOT collegiate ha:
offer plenty of good competitive that Darty is slated to do some ed a very fine crew which underaction, and interesting observati
violence is threat
coaching and then continue school stroked the Tarlets for the start.
for the clubhouse lawyers.
• The intention ii
with the realization of practicing However, the boys did manage to
"=!* Freshman Class toge
out the Tampa JVs, so their
dentistry. So a s the story goes,
••oteive
unit, to allow
first
taste
of
the
big
time
so departs Dick Daxty into greener
•>« "fthat class to bee,
We know the Rollins completely sour.
* « *
one another
compound will miss him, but he
The next scheduled race is to
M e e t Your A t h l e t e s will remain forever among us in be with B.U, on March 26, on the
™ « upperclassmen It <
*«'»1 spirit and is carried
thoughts.
mile course at Maitland.
That congenial Cracker with the
Ipana grin who has been one of
Jack McDowell's shining stars the
past few seasons won't don grid
* " * > t e rattin.
ratting T.
cleats and shoulderpads come June.
We're making reference to Dought y Dick Darty (wdthout pardoning
t h e alliteratives.)
FOR SPRING VACATION
In parting, Bradeiaton's grid gift
S^'".ml
K ' i s e d Of
t o Tar Town leaves arear a splen(Continued from page 3)

17^ to K

SISTOSli

TAR ROWERS
WIN FLORIDA
SOUmERII RAGE

SoFtball Intras
Begin Next Term

lohr-lea shop

•did record and a host of admirants
t o boot. Dick's grid grandness
Hashes back to his youthful days
when he dreamed of blossoming
into a full-fledged college player.

for your trip NORTH
Charmene Gabardine Suits
designed by Sehiaparelli

7<.'5'ftf..^aS°a«
i-S'ksine, „k

T A Y L O R ' S
PHARMACY
Prescriptions — Drugs
FREE DELIVERY
102 Park Ave., N.-Winter Park
Phone 603

ii'ftfT,
BONNIE

"'""

JEAN

Our Catalina
Bathing Suits
Arrived!
and
•

Dazzling N e w
cottons

118 PARK AVE. - PHONE 765
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